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The role of turbulence driven flows in describing drift hole structure and dynamics is discussed.
Turbulence driven flows enter the plasma medium response and alter drift hole structures by
changing the screening length of the drift hole potential. Specifically, turbulence driven flows shift
the drift hole potential radially, and absorb drift hole energy via the hole-flow resonance. It is shown
that the absorption shifts the phase of a momentum flux, and so enables the irreversible coupling of
drift holes to turbulence driven flows. We show that drift holes and turbulence driven flows are
dynamically coupled, and self-regulate each other, so that a stationary state can be achieved with
non-zero turbulence driven flows. As an application, a bound on the fluctuation amplitude in the
coupled system is derived. The bound is obtained by requiring that the resultant zonal flow velocity
should be smaller than the critical flow velocity for the drift hole potential to be self-bound (i.e., the
velocity that the screening length be positive). The result predicts j~/j2max ! "!d=xci#"kk=ky#, where
zonal flow damping appears as a control parameter. The implications of this result for the problem
of edge-core coupling (i.e., explaining turbulence and transport in “No Man’s Land”) are discussed.
VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4737197]

I. INTRODUCTION

A coherent structure is a frequently observed element in
turbulent systems. While a coherent structure often forms in
fluid turbulence in real space, such structure also forms in
phase space. In real space, a well-known example of such a
coherent structure is a coherent vortex in fluid turbulence,
especially one observed in quasi-2D fluids, including an
“eye” on Jupiter. Another example of real space structures is
a density blob or hole in tokamak plasmas1,2 (Fig. 1). A den-
sity blob or hole is generated at the plasma edge, where
strong gradient perturbations generate an outgoing blob and
an incoming hole. Once generated, the density hole (blob)
can grow as it climbs (descends) the density gradient. This
observation suggests that such incoming nonlinear structures,
as well as linear instabilities driven by local gradients, can
stir turbulence and enhance fluctuation levels. In particular,
such structure driven turbulence may play a role in under-
standing the phenomenology of “No Man’s Land” in tokamak
plasmas, a region that connects the tokamak core and edge.

A coherent structure in turbulence and its growth are not
only limited to real space, but also extend to phase space. The
simplest example of such structures is that from 1D Vlasov
plasmas, such as a Bernstein-Greene-Kruskal (BGK) vortex,3

a phase space density hole,4 and clump-hole pairs5 in the con-
text of the Berk-Breizman model5 for energetic particle phe-
nomenology. These coherent structures in phase space form
due to strong wave-particle resonance, which generates a
potential that can hold particles together in a trough. These
trapped particles in turn generate a self-potential, leading to
formation of a self-sustained structure. Once formed, such

structures can grow by extracting free energy, as depicted in
Fig. 1. More precisely, the growth is made possible by mo-
mentum exchange with, and velocity scattering by other spe-
cies4 (for example, structures in ions must scatter electrons to
maintain the quasi-neutrality). Such mechanisms allow a hole
to be displaced up the phase space density gradient. The dis-
placement leads to the growth of the hole, since phase space
density is necessarily conserved along trajectory. Such
growth of phase space density structures was predicted theo-
retically4,6 and confirmed in numerical simulations.5,7–10 One
of the striking features of the growth is that it can be subcriti-
cal, namely structures can extract free energy even when
plasmas are predicted to be linearly stable.6 Based on this,
the fundamental role of linear stability theory was called into
question.6

A coherent structure in phase space also forms in more
complex systems, such as inhomogeneous magnetized plas-
mas, a system of interest to the fusion community. Earlier
study showed that BGK solutions can be obtained in such a
system and thus a phase space density hole (dubbed drift
hole11) forms. Due to the magnetic field, the drift hole has
distinctive features in the parallel and the perpendicular
directions. In the parallel direction, the structure is similar to
the 1D Vlasov case, where trapping is provided by a poten-
tial field. In contrast, the drift hole has a perpendicular struc-
ture which can be viewed as a localized E$ B vortex. Once
formed, as with other phase space structures, drift holes can
drive subcritical instability. As for the 1D Vlasov plasma,
this is a consequence of the conservation of total phase space
density, which necessitates that a localized depletion grows
as it is displaced up the gradient (Fig. 1). However, unlike
the 1D problem, drift hole dynamics necessitates a spatial
flux of particles. For example, motion of an electron drifta)Electronic mail: yukosuga@physics.ucsd.edu.
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hole necessitates a spatial flux of ions. Intuitively, the dis-
placement and the growth process of the electron drift hole
may be understood in terms of its screening field. Namely,
once the electron drift hole forms, it attracts a cloud of
screening field. The screening field can spatially scatter ions,
which forces the electron drift hole to move up the gradient,
so as to satisfy the quasi-neutrality condition.

While early studies examined the basic structure and
dynamics of drift holes, further development is still neces-
sary. This is especially true regarding the issue of zonal
flows.12 The coupling of zonal flows in drift hole physics
can be motivated from an analogy to dynamics of drift
wave turbulence. It has been demonstrated that zonal flows
have significant impact on fluctuation dynamics of drift
wave turbulence via amplitude suppression and cross phase
decorrelation.12 This naturally leads us to the expectation
that zonal flows could also impact drift hole driven relaxa-
tion processes. However, such zonal flow coupling was
ignored in an earlier study.11 This is partly because that
study naively ignored mesoscales and envelope scales, and
so treated h~vxr2

?
~/i ! Reikyk2?j~/j

2
k ! 0. Note that the

polarization charge flux is equivalent to the Reynolds force
via the Taylor identity13–15 h~vxr2

?
~/i ! @xh~vx~vyi.

The role of polarization charge flux in zonal flow cou-
pling may be further clarified in the context of potential
vorticity (PV) dynamics in the quasi-geostrophic (QG) sys-
tem. The important physical meaning of the conservative
PV dynamics is the conservation of a total charge.14,16 For
example, in Hasegawa-Wakatani system,17 the PV is
q % ne & q2sr2

?/, where the total charge q consists of (guid-
ing center) electron charge and polarization charge. The
growth of the PV fluctuation is driven by transport of the
total q. Since the transport of the total q contains polariza-
tion charge flux, and since the polarization charge flux is
equivalent to Reynolds force,13–15 growth of fluctuation in
the QG system must involve zonal flow acceleration. The
point is depicted in Fig. 2. Such coupled evolution was for-
mulated as a momentum theorem13,14,18 for the PV fluctua-
tion and zonal flow. Similarly, in the drift hole dynamics,

phase space density f is related to a total charge via!
d3vfe %

!
d3vf GCi ' q2sr2

?/. Total charge conservation (or
the quasi-neutrallity constraint) requires the screening
cloud of a structure to scatter the oppositely charged par-
ticles, as well as polarization charge, during the growth pro-
cess. Thus, we expect that the growth of the drift hole
structure be accompanied by zonal flow growth, as for PV
dynamics in Hasegawa-Wakatani system.

In this paper, we present the theory of the structure and
dynamics of drift holes with turbulence driven flows. Simply,
drift hole structures are influenced by flows, since flows alter
the medium response. The effect shows up in the screening
length of the self-consistent drift hole potential. The flow
correction in the screening leads to the shift of the E$ B
vortex produced by drift hole potential, analogous to a well
known shear flow effect19 on eigenmode structure.20 In addi-
tion, the drift hole is coupled to flows via hole-flow reso-
nance, which provides the proper phase for non-zero
polarization charge flux and hence Reynolds force. The non-
zero flow coupling has an impact on drift hole dynamics as
well. To access free energy and to grow, (electron) drift
holes must move up the gradient by scattering guiding center
ions, while the structure is coupled to zonal flows via the
polarization charge flux. It is shown that drift hole growth is
coupled to turbulence flow generation. The coupled dynam-
ics of drift holes and zonal flows is analogous to that of drift
wave-zonal flow turbulence,12,21 in which waves and flows
regulate one another. Since drift hole and zonal flow are
coupled together, a stationary state with a finite zonal flow is
possible. We argue that since even a single phase space
structure can drive zonal flows, familiar concepts for zonal
flow generation such as inverse cascade,22 Rhine’s scale,23

and modulational instability,12 etc., are maybe useful but are
not fundamental. We also discuss the implication for the sat-
urated amplitude of the drift hole. Since the drift hole and
zonal flow are coupled, a non-zero zonal flow can result in a
stationary state. The resultant zonal flow in turn deforms the
drift hole structure itself by modifying the screening effect.
By requiring that potential screening is finite in the presence
of the stationary zonal flow, an upper bound on drift hole

FIG. 1. Formation and growth of structures. The flattening of the gradient
leads to the formation of blobs (local excess) and holes (local deficit). Once
formed, holes (blobs/clumps) can grow by propagating against (down) the
gradient.

FIG. 2. Growth of drift hole and zonal flow.
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amplitude in the drift hole-zonal flow system is calculated.
The result indicates j/j2max ! "!d=xci#"kk=ky#, where the
zonal flow damping appears as a control parameter.

The implication for the edge-core connection problem—
the “No Man’s Land” phenomenology—is discussed as well.
It has long been known that a strong perturbation at the toka-
mak edge can nucleate localized quasi-coherent structures
(blobs and holes).1,2 Once formed, such holes can propagate
inward and bombard the" “No Man’s Land” region. Since
such structures will also tap free energy in a different way
from linear instabilities driven by the local gradients, these
structures can enhance the turbulence level in the “No Man’s
Land” region. This is a potentially important step toward
resolving the long standing problem of reconciling drift tur-
bulence theories with observed levels of fluctuations and
transport near the edge of the plasma.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, the radial structure of the drift hole potential is dis-
cussed in detail. The drift hole potential is determined in the
plasma medium with flows. In Sec. III, we show that drift
hole growth is coupled to turbulence driven flows. The satu-
ration dynamics is discussed as well, along with the calcula-
tion of an upper bound on the fluctuation amplitude at
saturation. Section IV presents the discussion and conclusion.

II. DRIFT HOLE STRUCTURE WITH FLOWS

Here, we construct the drift hole potential and discuss
its radial structure with flows in detail. Generally speaking, a
drift hole will form at a strong resonance, which traps
charged particles in a potential structure. In turn, the trapped
charges produce a self-potential to reinforce the self-binding.
Specifically, the drift hole has distinct structure both in the
parallel and perpendicular directions. In the parallel direc-
tion, drift hole structure is characterized by trapping, and
thus is similar to the 1D problem. In contrast, in the perpen-
dicular direction, the structure can be viewed as a E$ B vor-
tex. Mathematically, drift holes are BGK solutions of
magnetized plasmas, which are constructed by solving both
the kinetic and Poisson equations to determine the particle
distribution and potential, self-consistently.

Assuming electron trapping here for definiteness, self-
consistent potential is determined by solving the gyrokinetic
(GK) Poisson equation11,24,25

jej/
Te

'
"

t
dvkff te"/# & hfeig %& "@t ' hvyi@y#&1v(e

@

@y

jej/
Te

' q2sr
2
?
jej/
Te

: (1)

Here, the lefthand side (electrons) consists of the screening
by adiabatic electrons and the trapped electrons (hole). The
righthand side (ions) contains the screening ions, including
the guiding center ions with flows and the polarization ions.
We can rewrite Eq. (1) in a form where the screening effect
is more apparent

@2
x & k̂

&2
# $ e/

Te
% 1

q2s

"

t
dvkff te"/# & hfeig: (2)

Here we introduced the screening length k̂
&2

) q&2
s v̂ and v̂

is the susceptibility defined as

v̂ ) 1& q2s@
2
y ' "@t ' hvyi@y#&1v(e

@

@y
: (3)

Eq. (2) takes the form of Poisson equation to determine the
potential, with the source from the trapped electrons and the
screening from the untrapped charges. Here, the screening
appears as an effect of the shielding medium, which consists
of the adiabatic electrons, the guiding center ions with flows,
and the polarization charges. Loosely, structure corresponds
to a localized potential / ! exp"&x=k#, which requires
k&2 > 0. If k&2 < 0, the potential is not localized and
/ ! exp"ikxx#, which may be viewed as symptomatic of Ce-
renkov radiation of energy. If / ! exp"ikxx# then a localized
structure does not form. We hereafter focus on the former
case of the localized potential, / ! exp"&x=k#.

To solve Eq. (2), we need to specify f te . f
t
e is obtained as

a stationary solution for the drift kinetic equation

@tf
t
e ' vkrkf

t
e '

c

B
ẑ $r/ *rf te &

jej
me

Ek
@f te
@vk

% 0: (4)

Eq. (4) has a stationary solution with the form f te+mev2k=2
&jej/,. The solution of Eq. (2) obtained for any

f te+mev2k=2& jej/, is the BGK solution for magnetized plas-

mas. As a subclass of such BGK solutions, hole solutions
are constructed by maximizing entropy. The form of f te
which maximizes the entropy of system is derived by
Dupree,4 and is

f te % hfeiexp
E' jej/m

s

% &
: (5)

Here E ) mev2k=2& jej/ is the total energy of the electrons,
&jej/ < E < &jej/m for electrons trapped in the electro-
static potential, and s is a temperature used as the Lagrange
multiplier to maximize entropy.4 f te is called the Maxwell-
Boltzman hole. The potential for the Maxwell-Boltzmann
hole is obtained by substituting f te in Eq. (2) with the
Maxwell-Boltzmann hole, and by then solving the resultant
equation

@2
x & k̂

&2
# $ e/

Te
% 2

q2s

"&jej/

&jej/m

dE'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
2me"E' jej/#

p hfei

$ exp
E' jej/m

s

% &
& 1

% &
: (6)

Although in principle the potential for the Maxwell-
Boltzmann hole is obtained by solving Eq. (6), we note that
Eq. (6) is a nonlinear integro-differential equation which
cannot be solved except for special cases. Leaving the dis-
cussion of the exact solution for the special case to the ap-
pendix, we consider an approximate solution for Eq. (6)
below. A useful approximation to the Maxwell-Boltzmann
hole is given by the box hole4,11 (Figs. 3 and 4)
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f te %
hfei' fH for

(
jvk & ukj < Dvk=2

jxj < Dx=2; jyj < Dy=2

hfei for others:

8
>><

>>:
(7)

Namely, the electrons trapped in the parallel direction con-
sist of those moving at the speed uk, within a range of
velocities width Dvk. Electrons are localized in the perpen-
dicular plane as well, within a spatial region of extent Dx
and Dy, forming a E$ B vortex. As discussed before, the
box hole is a reasonable approximation to the Maxwell-
Boltzmann hole,4,11 in particular, for "E' jej/m#=s - 1.
For the box hole, the GK Poisson equation is

@2
x & k̂

&2
# $ e/

Te
% 1

q2s
fHDvk: (8)

In the Fourier representation,

@2
x & k&2

k +hvyi,
( ) e/k

Te
% 1

q2s
fHDvk

Dy
Ly

2

kyDy
sin

kyDy
2

: (9)

Here Ly is the Fourier box size, k&2
k % q&2

s v"k; kkuk#, v"k;x#
% 1' k2yq

2
s & x(e="x& kyhvyi#, and x is evaluated at the

hole Doppler frequency x % kkuk.

Eq. (9) retains flow effects via the screening length or
the susceptibility, k&2

k / v. Since the flow enters the suscep-
tibility in the form "kkuk & kyhvyi#&1, it naturally raises the
question of the singularity, or more physically, of the mean-
ing and impact of the resonance between drift hole and shear
flow. To treat the resonance properly, we employ the Plemelj
formula,

1

kkuk & kyhvyi
% P

1

kkuk & kyhvyi
& ipd"kkuk & kyhvyi#: (10)

Here, the “P” denotes the principal value of the integral. We
note that, of course, the formula makes sense only when it
appears inside an integral, such as that arises in solving Eq.
(9). Now, given the formula, the susceptibility becomes

v"k; kkuk; hvyi# % 1' k2yq
2
s & P

x(e

kkuk & kyhvyi

' ix(epd"kkuk & kyhvyi#; (11)

. v"0#"k; kkuk# &
kycs
kkuk

% &2 hvyi
cs

' ix(epd"kkuk & kyhvyi#; (12)

where in the second line we assumed kkuk > kyhvyi and
v"0#"k; kkuk# ) 1' k2yq

2
s & x(e="kkuk# is the susceptibility

without flow. Thus, flow modifies the plasma response via
the susceptibility, which changes the screening of the drift
hole potential. Alternatively put, flow determines the struc-
ture and dynamics of the screening cloud of trapped par-
ticles. Finally, the flow-hole resonance gives an absorption
mechanism, namely Imv / d"kkuk & kyhvyi#. The resonance
allows the flow to absorb the energy in the screening field.
As a consequence of the resonance process, “cat’s eye” pat-
terns26 are produced around the resonance location.

Having discussed the role of flow in plasma response,
now we discuss the solution of Eq. (9). A general solution of
Eq. (9) can be obtained as

jej/k

Te
%

"
dx0

q2s
Gk"x; x0#fH"x0#Dvk

Dy
Ly

2

kyDy
sin

kyDy
2

; (13)

where Gk"x; x0# is the Green’s function which satisfies

"@2
x & k&2

k +hvyi,#Gk"x& x0# % d"x& x0#: (14)

Note the Green’s function here may be viewed as a renor-
malized propagator which includes the effect of flow in the
medium. However, while the physical interpretation is clear,
it is not an easy task to obtain the full renormalized Gk"x; x0#,
due to the flow dependence in the screening length.

Thus, here we seek an approximate approach to obtain a
solution /k. (As explained later, the approximation is analo-
gous to the Born approximation in quantum mechanics.27)
Namely, rather than keeping the flow in the screening term,
we rewrite Eq. (9) as

FIG. 3. Hole in velocity space.

FIG. 4. Box hole.
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"@2
x & k"0#&2

k # e/k

Te
% 1

q2s
fHDvk

Dy
Ly

2

kyDy
sin

kyDy
2

' kycs
kkuk

% &2 hvyi
cs

jej/k

Te

& ix(epd"kkuk & kyhvyi#
jej/k

Te
; (15)

to obtain

jej/k

Te
%

"
dx0

q2s
G"0#

k "x; x0#fH"x0#Dvk
Dy
Ly

2

kyDy
sin

kyDy
2

'
"
dx0

q2s
G"0#

k "x; x0# kycs
kkuk

% &2 hvy"x0#i
cs

jej/k"x0#
Te

&
"
dx0

q2s
G"0#

k "x; x0#ix(epd

$ "kkuk & kyhvy"x0#i#
jej/k"x0#

Te
: (16)

Here G"0#
k "x; x0# is the “bare” Green’s function, which satisfies

"@2
x & k"0#&2

k #G"0#
k "x; x0# % d"x& x0#; (17)

and thus

G"0#
k "x; x0# % &

k"0#k

2
exp & jx& x0j

k"0#k

 !

: (18)

Simply put, the first term in Eq. (16) describes an isotropic
E$ B vortex, the second term describes a shift to the iso-
tropic E$ B vortex, and the third term accounts for flow-
hole resonance and contributes to a non-zero momentum
flux. We consider each term in detail in the following.

The first term in Eq. (16) describes an isotropic E$ B vor-
tex, which was obtained in an earlier study.11 The solution is

e/"0#
k

Te
% &

DvkfH
v

Dy
Ly

2

kyDy
sin

kyDy
2

% &
X"0#
k "x#; (19)

where X"0#
k "x# is a function which determines the radial pro-

file of the potential field

X"0#
k "x# %

exp & jxj
kk

% &
sinh

Dx
2kk

% &
for jxj > Dx=2

1& cosh
x

kk

% &
exp & Dx

2kk

% &
for jxj < Dx=2:

8
>>><

>>>:

(20)

Hereafter it is understood that the susceptibility and the
screening length are evaluated without flow, k&2

k % q&2
s v and

v % 1' k2yq
2
s & x(e="kkuk# > 0. The potential (Eq. (19)) is

given by / %
P

ky
/kexp"ikyy# and plotted in Fig. 5; the drift

hole potential leads to a localized, E$ B vortex in 2D (x, y)
plane.

Here, in contrast, we have the two additional terms in
Eq. (16) due to the flow effects. Physically, as discussed in

detail below, the second term describes the shift of the E$ B
vortex while the third term describes the flow-hole resonance
which enables energy transfer between drift hole and shear
flow. Technically, these terms are expressed in terms of the
integration involving the solution /. To proceed, we approxi-
mate the / in the integrand by /"0#. This is analogous to the
Born approximation in quantum mechanical particle scatter-
ing, where the actual scattered wave function is replaced by
the zeroth order plane wave solutions.27 Further, for simplicity
we assume hvyi . Sx in the following. The approximation of
the flow structure simplifies the analysis by allowing the spa-
tial integral to be performed straightforwardly, while we note
that as a caveat, the flow profile should be in principle deter-
mined from coupled evolution of the drift hole and zonal flow.

The second term in Eq. (16) describes the deformation
and shift of the E$ B vortex. Using the approximation dis-
cussed above, the second term in Eq. (16) can be integrated
to give

e/shif t
k

Te
%

jfHDvkj
2v3=2

kycs
kkuk

% &2 S

xci
q(

Dy
Ly

2

kyDy

$ sin
kyDy
2

% &
Xshif t
k "x#; (21)

where Xshif t
k "x# is a function which determines the radial

structure of /shif t
k . Xshif t

k "x# is defined as

Xshif t
k "x# ) Iin &

1

2

Dx2

4q2s
& x2

q2s

% &
exp & Dx

2kk

% &* +

$ sinh
x

kk
' 2x

vkk
& x

2qs
'''
v

p exp & Dx
2kk

% &
cosh

x

kk
;

(22)

for jxj < Dx=2 and

FIG. 5. Potential contour without flow feedback. Here, length are
normalized in qs. The other parameters used are jfHDvkj % 0:1; Dx=qs
% Dy=qs % 3:0; qs=Ly % 0:03; q( % 0:01. The screening is symmetric and
E$ B vortex is symmetric.
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Xshif t
k "x# ) x

jxj
exp & jxj

kk

% &"

Iout &
1

2

Dx2

4q2s
& x2

q2s

% &

$ sinh
Dx
2kk

' jxj
2

'''
v

p
qs

sinh
Dx
2kk

#
; (23)

for jxj > Dx=2. The constants Iin and Iout are defined as

Iin )
1

2v
1' Dx

kk

% &
exp &Dx

kk

% &
& 1

v
7

4
' Dx

kk

% &
exp & Dx

2kk

% &

' 1

4v
1' Dx

kk

% &
exp & 3Dx

2kk

% &
(24)

and

Iout ) & 1

4v
7' 1' Dx

kk

% &
exp &Dx

kk

% &* +
sinh

Dx
2kk

' 1

4v
exp & Dx

2kk

% &
sinh

Dx
kk

' Dx
vkk

cosh
Dx
2kk

& 1

4
exp & Dx

2kk

% &
cosh

Dx
kk

% &
: (25)

To see the effect of /shif t, we plot / %
P

ky
"/"0#

k ' /shif t
k #

exp"ikyy# in Fig. 6. As compared to /"0# (Fig. 5), the poten-
tial is clearly deformed by the shear flow. In particular, the
potential lacks reflectional symmetry in x, and is shifted radi-
ally. This is because the shear flow introduces a spatial de-
pendence to the screening length k+hvy"x#i,. The spatial
dependence leads to different screening responses for x > 0
and x < 0, which leads to the overall radial shift of the E$ B
vortex. We note that the analysis and the result given here are
analogous to the well-known shear flow effect19 on the eigen-

mode structure of drift waves,20 where a shear flow breaks the
eigenfunction symmetry around the rational surface and shifts
the eigenmode potential radially.

The third term in Eq. (16) is related to flow-hole reso-
nance. The integration can be performed to give

jej/res
k

Te
% ip

2
'''
v

p exp & jx& xcj
kk

% &
cs

jSjjLnj
ky
jkyj

jej/"0#
k "xc#
Te

; (26)

where xc is the location of the hole-flow resonance (i.e., the
location of the critical layer), i.e.,

xc %
kk
ky

uk
S
: (27)

This term physically describes the coupling of the drift hole
structure to the plasma flow via a dissipative resonance. The
localized structure produces a screening field, as depicted in
Fig. 7. The resonance allows the energy in the screening field
to be radiated and absorbed into the flow. As a result, the
localized structure feels the presence of the flow through the
screening field, whose effect appears as /res. Stated differ-
ently, the structure and the flow form a single entity through
the absorption process.

An important feature of the resonance process is that it
enables the coupling between drift holes and zonal flows by
allowing the necessary finite cross phase in the Reynolds
stress, to produce a momentum flux. The momentum is (h:::i
denotes average in y and z direction)

h~vx~vyi %
c2

B2
Re
X

k

iky"/"0#
&k ' /shif t

&k ' /res
&k#

$ @x"/"0#
k ' /shif t

k ' /res
k #: (28)

Noting /"0#
k and /shif t

k are purely real and /res
k is purely imag-

inary, the non-zero contribution comes from the terms
involving /res

k as

h~vx~vyi %
c2

B2
Re
X

k

iky"/"0#
&k ' /shif t

&k #@x/res
k

' c2

B2
Re
X

k

iky/res
&k@x"/

"0#
k ' /shif t

k #: (29)

FIG. 6. Potential contour with flow feedback (hvyi % Sx, external flow).
Here, length are normalized in qs. The other parameters used are jfHDvkj
% 0:1; Dx=qs % Dy=qs % 3:0; qs=Ly % 0:03; q( % 0:01; q(xci="kkuk#
% 1:0; S=xci % 0:05. The potential is screened more strongly for x < 0
than for x > 0, resulting in a shifted, deformed E $ B vortex. FIG. 7. Drift hole and zonal flow coupling.
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The fact that the drift hole is coupled to zonal flows requires
us to incorporate zonal flows into the dynamics of the drift
hole as well. The dynamical dependence of drift hole growth
on zonal flows is discussed in Sec. III.

To summarize, the total potential was obtained as

jej/k

Te
%

jej/"0#
k

Te
'
jej/shif t

k

Te
' jej/res

k

Te
: (30)

/"0# describes the isotropic E$ B vortex, Fig. 5. /shif t and
/res arise due to flow, which influences drift hole potential
structure by changing the plasma medium response and thus
the screening effect. /shif t gave a shift to the isotropic E$ B
vortex (Fig. 6), which is similar to the shift of drift wave
eigenmode structure. /res is related to the flow-hole reso-
nance, which allows the zonal flow to absorb energy or mo-
mentum of the screening field.

III. DRIFT HOLE DYNAMICS AND TURBULENCE
DRIVEN FLOWS

Once formed, drift hole structure can grow by extracting
free energy. Simply put, the growth is caused by a hole being
displaced up the background gradient, as depicted in Fig. 8.
As a hole is displaced up the gradient, since fe is conserved,
its depth dfe % fe & hfei must grow.4,6,11 For an electron drift
hole, the displacement is made possible by scattering off
ions. The scattering of ions requires the electron structure to
move up the gradient so as to maintain the quasi-neutrality
constraint. This enables the electron hole to be displaced in
phase space and to grow.

A. Drift hole growth with turbulence driven flows

To describe the growth of a drift hole, we consider a dis-
placement of the drift hole in phase space from "x0; uk# to
"x; vk#. Let phase space density at the initial position hfeij0
'fH0 and at the displaced position hfei' fH (Fig. 8). Since
phase space density is conserved along trajectory, the two
values must be same

hfeij0 ' fH0 % hfei' fH: (31)

From this, the increment in the depth of the hole dfe
) fH & fH0 is calculated to be

dfe % hfeij0 & hfei ’ &"x& x0#
@hfei
@x

,,,,
0

& "vk & uk#
@hfei
@vk

,,,,
0

:

(32)
The growth of the depth along the trajectory is then

d

dt
df 2e % 2dfe

d

dt
dfe (33)

% 2dfe &~vx
@hfei
@x

,,,,
0

' jej
me

~Ek
@hfei
@vk

,,,,
0

% &
; (34)

where we used

d

dt
"x& x0# % ~vx %

c

B
~Ey;

d

dt
"vk & uk# % & jej

me

~Ek: (35)

Integrating over vk and averaging over y and z, we obtain

@

@t

"
dvk

hdf 2e i
2

% &
-
~vx

dne
n0

.
@hfei
@x

,,,,
0

' jej
me

-
~Ek

dne
n0

.
@hfei
@vk

,,,,
0

:

(36)

Now, the electron drift hole growth is constrained by other
charges via the quasi-neutrality condition. Since
dne % dnGCi ' n0q2sr2

?e
~/=Te, the evolution of drift hole per-

turbation is given by

@

@t

"
dvk

hdf 2e i
2

% &
-
~vx

dnGCi
n0

.
@hfei
@x

,,,,
0

' jej
me

-
~Ek

dnGCi
n0

.
@hfei
@vk

,,,,
0

&
-
~vxq2sr

2
?
e~/
Te

.
@hfei
@x

,,,,
0

' jej
me

-
~Ekq

2
sr

2
?
e~/
Te

.
@hfei
@vk

,,,,
0

: (37)

Thus, the overall growth is determined by the spatial and ve-
locity scattering of guiding center ion and polarization
charge. Simply put, to climb up the gradient, electron drift
hole must scatter guiding center ion and polarization charge
to satisfy quasi-neutrality.

The first two terms due to the guiding center ions are the
drive of drift hole instability, as discussed in an earlier study.
Writing dnGCi =n0 % vi"e/=Te#, we have

&
-
~vx

dnGCi
n0

.
@hfei
@x

,,,,
0

' jej
me

-
~Ek

dnGCi
n0

.
@hfei
@vk

,,,,
0

% &hfeij0
X

k

"x(ej0 & kkuk#Imvi"k; kkuk#
,,,,
e~/
Te

,,,,
2

k

: (38)

Here, x(ej0 % &kyqscs@xlnhfeij0 ’ x(e"1& ge=2# (uk < vthe
was assumed), the frequency x is evaluated at hole Doppler
frequency x % kkuk, k refers to modes excited by the drift
hole, and Imvi is the imaginary part of the guiding center ion
susceptibility. Note that here ion dissipation Imvi acts as a
trigger of instability. This is quite different from the usual
drift wave instability, where ion dissipation is a stabilizing
effect. The dissipation Imvi is a necessary ingredient for driftFIG. 8. Configuration of hole displacement.
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hole instability, since such instability requires the irreversi-
ble scattering of guiding center ions via the quasi-neutrality
constraint.

The third and the fourth terms in Eq. (37) are associated
with polarization charge. Physically, these terms are related
to zonal and toroidal flows. The connection may be best seen
by noting the identities

h~vxr2
?
~/i % & c

B
@xh@y~/@x~/i %

B

c
@xh~vx~vyi (39)

and

h ~Ekr2
?
~/i % &@xh@z~/@x~/i'

1

2
@zh"@x~/#2i

& @yh@z~/@y~/i'
1

2
@zh"@y~/#2i

% &@xh ~Ex
~Eki: (40)

The first identity relates polarization charge flux (vorticity
flux) to the Reynolds force on zonal flow,13,14 while the sec-
ond one is related to the parallel acceleration of toroidal flow
due to charge separation.28,29 Thus, the drift hole instability
is coupled to the generation of both zonal and toroidal flows.
Of course, a finite cross-phase is required for non-zero con-
tribution. The cross-phase of polarization charge scattering is
set by flow-hole resonance, as follows. The spatial flux of
polarization charge is written using the potential structure
derived above as

h~vxr2
?
~/i % c

B
Re
X

k

iky"/"0#
&k ' /shif t

&k ' /res
&k#

$ @2
x "/

"0#
k ' /shif t

k ' /res
k #: (41)

Due to its radial structure and phase, we have a non-zero
contribution from the combination of /shif t (pure real) and
/res (pure imaginary) as

h~vxr2
?
~/i % c

B
Re
X

k

iky"/shif t
&k @2

x/
res
k ' /res

&k@
2
x/

shif t
k #; (42)

which leads to non-zero Reynolds forcing. Thus, the proper
phase for polarization charge flux and thus Reynolds forcing
is provided by the flow-hole resonance. A similar argument
applies to the velocity scattering of polarization charge.

Having discussed each term in Eq. (37), we now discuss
the implication for drift hole growth. Collecting the result,
Eq. (37) now becomes

@

@t

"
dvk

hdf 2e i
2

% &hfeij0
X

k

"x(ej0 & kkuk#Imvi

,,,,
e~/
Te

,,,,
2

k

& 1

xci
@xh~vx~vyi

@hfei
@x

,,,,
0

& mi

me

c2

B2
@xh ~Ex

~Eki
@hfei
@vk

,,,,
0

: (43)

The first term is due to the scattering of guiding center ions,
while the second and the third terms are due to the scattering
of polarization charge. Here, we first consider a “bare”

growth, i.e., without flow coupling, and later come back to
the issue of flows. For the growth rate, we derive its scaling
property. Using je~/=Tej2k !

!
dvk;1dvk;2hdfe"1#dfe"2#ik=jvj

2

via the GK Poisson equation,
!
dvkdfe ! Dvkdfe, and Imvi < 0

for ion Landau damping, we have

cDvkhdf 2e i ! hfeij0"x(ej0 & kkuk#"jImvij#
Dv2khdf

2
e i

jvj2
: (44)

This estimate then yields a scaling form of the growth rate as

c ! hfeij0Dvk"x(ej0 & kkuk#
jImvij
jvj2

! kkDvk
jImveImvij

jvj2
:

(45)

We can extract several features of drift hole instability from
Eq. (45). First of all, the growth rate is nonlinear, as it

depends on amplitude via Dvk !
''''
~/

q
. This allows explosive,

rather than linear exponential growth, of fluctuations. Sec-
ond, the instability requires a free energy, c / x(ej0 & kkuk.
The requirement that x(ej0 & kkuk > 0 for instability means

that spatial scattering has to release more energy than the
cost due to velocity scattering, similar to x < x(e for drift
wave instability. Finally, the drift hole instability is triggered
by ion dissipation Imvi. Ion dissipation is essential for drift
hole instability since it allows irreversible scattering of ions
and thus non-zero ion flux. Due to the quasi-neutrallity con-
dition, the non-zero ion flux allows an electron hole to be
displaced up the gradient, and thereby to access free energy,
as depicted in Fig. 8.

The feature of the drift hole instability can be further
clarified by comparing it to the linear growth of drift waves,
Table I. Both instabilities require free energy to grow, i.e.,
x(ej0 > kkuk for the drift hole instability and x(e > x for
the linear drift wave instability. On the other hand, the drift
hole instability is distinctive in that it is nonlinear and trig-
gered by ion dissipation. The drift hole instability is ampli-
tude dependent c ! Dvk and thus allows nonlinear explosive
growth, while the electron drift wave instability is independ-
ent of amplitude and thus gives exponential linear growth. In
addition, the drift hole instability is triggered by Imvi, while
the linear instability is damped by Imvi. Due to the different
dependence on Imvi, we note that the growth of the hole can
be subcritical, i.e., c > 0 even when cL . 0. This allows
release of free energy even when plasmas are linearly stable
or only weakly unstable, and thus drift hole structures can be
more efficient at tapping free energy than drift wave
eigenmodes.

We also note that a similar scaling form as Eq. (45) is
obtained for a subcritical hole instability in 1D Vlasov sys-
tem with a bump on tail and a generic background dissipa-
tion.5 The result for the 1D Vlasov system qualitatively
agrees with a simulation result.9 Table II shows a compari-
son between the results from the GK calculation and the 1D
Vlasov calculation.

The drift hole instability is coupled to zonal and toroidal
flows, as explicitly seen in Eq. (43). This leaves a footprint
on the drift hole growth. Namely, by scattering polarization
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charges, the drift hole is coupled to zonal flows (and toroidal
flows). The coupling is made possible via hole-flow reso-
nance, which provides the proper phase for polarization scat-
tering. The flow coupling makes structure-induced mixing
more difficult, resulting in the reduction of instability drive.
The effect explicitly appears in Eq. (43), from which we can
see that the dissipation driven via ion Landau damping must
overcome the energy penalty due to the flow coupling.

Eventually, the flow coupling can saturate drift hole
instability. Namely, while drift hole grows by extracting free
energy, the growing hole keeps pumping turbulence driven
flows via absorption arising from hole-flow resonance. The
pumping amplifies the hole-flow resonance, and eventually
makes the polarization scattering comparable to the guiding
center ion scattering. This leads to the saturation of drift hole
growth. In the following, we discuss a more precise treat-
ment of the coupled dynamics of the drift hole-zonal flow
system and its implication for the saturation of the drift hole
growth.

B. Saturation of drift hole growth with turbulent driven
flows and an upper bound on fluctuation amplitude

Here, we discuss the saturation of the nonlinear instabil-
ity. Since the quasi-neutrality constraint on drift hole growth
requires the scattering of polarization charge, drift hole tur-
bulence is dynamically coupled to turbulence driven flows.
Thus, the saturation of drift hole instability is a highly non-
linear phenomena involving the interplay between dynami-
cally evolving turbulent fluctuations and turbulence driven
flows. Explicitly, as seen in Eq. (43), the evolution of drift
hole turbulence contains both the Reynolds force on the
zonal flow and the polarization force on the toroidal flow. To
describe the fully nonlinear dynamics of the coupled system,
we need an evolution equation for the flows. For the zonal
flow momentum balance, we employ a simplified model

@thvyi % &@xh~vx~vyi& !?d hvyi: (46)

Here, the drive is given by the Reynolds force, and the
damping is accounted for by !?d . For the toroidal flow, we
note that forcing arises from both the momentum flux and
the polarization forcing.28,29 Since the toroidal flow coupling
in Eq. (43) describes a part of the toroidal flow drive, fully
coupled dynamics of the drift hole growth and toroidal flow
generation requires modeling of the momentum flux (includ-
ing residual stress) driven by the drift hole potential. How-
ever, this is beyond the scope of the paper and hereafter we
focus on the zonal flow coupling in drift hole dynamics.
Note that neglecting the toroidal flow feedback is consistent
with restricting the analysis to x(j0 > kkuk, since the ratio of
zonal flow feedback to toroidal flow feedback in hdf 2e i evolu-
tion is

,,,,&
1

xci
@xh~vx~vyi

@hfei
@x

,,,,
0

,,,, :
,,,,&

mi

me

c2

B2
@xh ~Ex

~Eki
@hfei
@vk

,,,,
0

,,,,

! jx(j : jkkukj: (47)

Eliminating the Reynolds force, we obtain the coupled evo-
lution equation for drift hole turbulence and turbulence
driven zonal flows

@

@t

"
dvk

xcihdf 2e i
2@hfei=@xj0

& hvyi
% &

% c2s
v(

X

k

"x(ej0 & kkuk#

$ Imvi

,,,,
e~/
Te

,,,,
2

k

' !?d hvyi;

(48)

where v( % "qs=jLnj#cs"1& ge"1& u2k=v
2
the#=2#. In the pres-

ence of flows, the growth of the structure must accompany
the acceleration of zonal flow, as depicted in Fig. 2. The
coupled evolution of the drift hole and zonal flow is analo-
gous to the coupled evolution of turbulence and flows in a
potential vorticity conserving, quasi-geostrophic system. For
example, in the Hasewaga-Wakatani system17 the coupled
evolution is described by a momentum theorem14

TABLE I. Comparison between linear and nonlinear instabilities.

Electron drift wave instability Electron drift hole instability

Growth rate cL ! j@v=@xkj&1"jImvej& jImvij# c ! kkDvkjImveImvij=jvj
2

Access to free energy x( > x x(ej0 > kkuk

Amplitude dependence No Yes, / Dvk !
''''
~/

q

Ion Landau damping Stabilizing Destabilizing

Type of instability Supercritical, exponential growth Subcritical, explosive growth

TABLE II. Growth in 1D Vlasov vs. Gyrokinetic plasma. For 1D Vlasov plasma, “BOT” is “bump-on-tail,” cd is a generic background dissipation, u is a reso-
nant velocity, and xp is the plasma frequency.

1D Vlasov plasma Gyrokinetic plasma

Linear growth rate cL cBOT & cd j@v=@xkj"jImvej& jImvij#
Nonlinear growth rate cNL Dv"@f0=@v#juucd"x2

p="k2u2 ' 4c2d## f "0#e Dvk"x(ej0 & kkuk#jImvij=jvj
2

Dissipation cd Imvi
Subcritical growth Yes Yes
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@

@t

/
hdq2i
2hqi0

' hvhi
0

%& h~vr~nei&
1

hqi0

$ @

@r
h~vr

dq2

2
i' D0h"rdq#2i

% &

& !hvhi: (49)

Here q % n& q2sr2
?"e/=Te#; hdq2i=hqi0 is the wave activity

density, D0 is the diffusivity of potential vorticity, and ! is a
collisional drag on the flow. Here for simplicity the particle
diffusivity (D0) and the viscosity (l) were assumed to be
equal. The wave activity density is related to fluctuation
pseudomomentum,30 since in weak turbulence limit
hdq2i=hqi0 ! &jv(j&1P

k"1' q2s k
2
?#

2j/̂j2k ! &
P

k kh"Ek=xk#
which is recognizable as the negative of the wave momen-
tum density. The theorem relates the coupled evolution of
zonal flow momentum and fluctuation psedomomentum to
the driving flux of turbulence, the local collisional dissipa-
tion of turbulence, turbulence spreading (the triplet term),
and drag on zonal flow. Note that the turbulence spreading
term can act as an effective local drive or dissipation of tur-
bulence, depending on whether there is a local convergence
or divergence of the potential enstrophy flux. The correspon-
dence between the theorem and Eq. (48) is apparent. Here,
Eq. (48) describes the coupled evolution of zonal flow mo-
mentum and the pseudomomentum of the drift hole. The
drift hole pseudomomentum is given by hdf 2e i=hfei

0, which
can be viewed as a kinetic extension of the wave activity
density. It may be interesting to note that the kinetic pseudo-
momentum is related to several other quantities such as the
phasetrophy31,32 hdf 2e i (potential enstrophy in phase space),
fluctuation entropy

!
dvkhdf 2e i=hfei, as well as the fluctuation

dynamic pressure
!
dvkhdf 2e i="2@hfei=@Ej0#, defined in the

context of the kinetic energy principle for the Jean’s instabil-
ity for self-gravitating matter.33

At this point, it may be appropriate to clarify the flow of
free energy in the coupled dynamics of drift hole structure
and zonal flow. The free energy channel is depicted in Fig. 9.
Note Fig. 9 is specifically to an electron drift hole. The elec-
tron drift hole extracts free energy from the mean distribu-
tion function hfei by scattering guiding center ions and
polarization charges. Scattering of guiding center ions leads
to the growth of the drift hole structure, and hence releases
the free energy. On the other hand, the quasi-neutrality con-
straint requires the structure to scatter polarization charge as
well. This allows a part of the free energy to be coupled to
zonal flows. Note zonal flows are a “benign” repository of
the free energy, since they cannot cause any transport. Note

also that once accelerated, zonal flows reinforce the free
energy coupling to the zonal flow channel. This is because
the accelerated zonal flows can enhance the resonant absorp-
tion of drift holes. Zonal flow shears shift phases in the
polarization charge flux further, and hence promote free
energy coupling to the zonal flow channel.

The partition of the free energy leads to a self-
regulating, predator-prey behavior of the drift hole and zonal
flow. Here the prey is the drift hole, while the predator is the
zonal flow. To address the point, it is useful to recall the
predator-prey behavior of the drift wave and zonal flow sys-
tem. A simplified model of drift wave and zonal flow turbu-
lence is given as:

@tEDW % cLEDW & aEDWV
0
ZF

2 & Dx"EDW#EDW ; (50a)

@tV
0
ZF

2 % aEDWV
0
ZF

2 & !V0
ZF

2: (50b)

Here, EDW is the energy of the drift wave, V0
ZF

2 is the energy
of the zonal flow, cL is a linear growth rate of the drift wave,
a is a coupling constant, Dx is a nonlinear damping of the
drift wave, and ! is a collisional damping of the zonal flow.
The drift wave behaves as a prey, while the zonal flow
behaves as a predator. The prey is excited by the linear
growth. The damping of the prey is two fold; dissipation by
itself and dissipation by coupling to the predator. The preda-
tor is supported by the prey, while the predator reduces its
population by collisional damping. Through the coupling
process, the total energy between the prey and the predator is
conserved. The conservation is explicitly manifested by add-
ing the coupled equations

@t"EDW ' V0
ZF

2# % cef fEDW & !V0
ZF

2: (51)

Here, cef f ) cL & Dx"EDW# is the difference between the lin-
ear growth rate and the nonlinear damping of the drift waves.
Note that similar conservation relation holds for the coupled
drift hole and zonal flow system (Eq. (48)), albeit Eq. (48)
describes the momentum budget.

The coupling between drift hole and zonal flow can
impact the saturation of drift hole growth. Due to the cou-
pling, a stationary state is achieved with a non-zero zonal
flow. The stationary state is achieved when the competing
effects on the righthand side of Eq. (48) balance, i.e.,

0 % c2s
v(

X

k

"x(ej0 & kkuk#Imvi

,,,,
e~/
Te

,,,,
2

k

' !?d hvyi:

We note that in principle, Imvi can be a function of flows.
Such flow dependence may allow a bifurcated flow solution.
However, a detailed analysis of the bifurcated flow solution
is beyond the scope of the paper and will be pursued in a
future publication. Here, for simplicity, we assume Imvi is
set by ion Landau damping and is independent of the flow
velocity. Given the caveat, stationary solution for the zonal
flow is given by

hvyi
cs

% & 1

!?d

cs
v(

X

k

"x(ej0 & kkuk#Imvi

,,,,
e~/
Te

,,,,
2

k

: (52)
FIG. 9. Flow of free energy.
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Several remarks on the saturation and the resultant zonal
flows are in order. First, the physical picture of saturation is
that drift hole growth saturates when the mixing of phase
space density with ion dissipation is suppressed by large
enough dynamical friction from flows. This follows from the
fact that since the total momentum is conserved, flows are
accelerated from drift hole turbulence. Second, all that is
required for flow generation is a drift hole—a localized sin-
gle phase space structure—and the absorption of its momen-
tum by the flow at the resonance. This is sharp contrast to
the familiar concepts for zonal flow generation by turbu-
lence, such as inverse cascade,22 Rhine’s scale,23 modula-
tional instability,12 etc. This suggests that while the above
mentioned familiar concepts are useful to understand zonal
flow physics, none of them are fundamental. Finally, since
drift holes and zonal flows form a self-regulating predator-
prey system, the saturated state discussed here with non-zero
zonal flow can be viewed as the stationary state of predator-
prey system with a non-zero predator population.

We can extract the maximal saturation amplitude for drift
hole-zonal flow turbulence from the saturated zonal flow ve-
locity Eq. (52). The amplitude is obtained as follows. Namely,
at saturated state, non-zero flows are required, while the re-
sultant zonal flow can feedback on drift hole structure through
its screening length. If the flows were strong enough to make
Rev+hvyi, < 0 or at least Rev+hvyi, ! 0, then the screening
potential is not localized, and hence a self-bound drift hole
does not form. Hence, to have a stationary state with non-zero
flows, the resultant flow speed must not exceed the limit for
the formation of the self-bound drift hole. The condition for
drift hole to be self-bound is expressed in terms of the suscep-
tibility as Rev+hvyi, > 0, which gives

hvyi
cs

< min
uk
cs

kk
ky

v"0#

1' k2yq2s

 !

: (53)

Here the minimum value ensures k&2
k / Rev+hvyi, > 0 for

each k. The condition Eq. (53) can be restated that hole-flow
resonance is not strong, since the condition loosely says
kyhvyi < kkuk. This is physically plausible since if the reso-
nance is strong, then the energy in the screening field is radi-
ated and absorbed into the flows. In such cases, since the
screening field is radiated away, the drift hole cannot self-
bind itself.

The bounds on potential amplitude are then set by the
condition Eq. (53), since the zonal flow is a function of fluc-
tuation, i.e., hvyi % hvyi+j~/j2, (see Eq. (52)). To be specific,
we consider the saturation in the limit x(ej0 / kkuk, i.e.,
above threshold for drift hole growth. In this limit, the zonal
flow level obtained from Eq. (48) is

hvyi
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. &xci

!?d

X

k

kyqsImvi

,,,,
e~/
Te

,,,,
2

k

: (54)

Applying the condition hvyi < hvyimax, the bound on poten-
tial amplitude in drift hole-zonal flow turbulence then is:
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2
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; (55)

where the maximum amplitude is estimated to be
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ky
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1' k2yq2s

 !

: (56)

Here ":::# denotes the spectral average. Note the zonal flow
damping !?d appears as a control parameter for the maximum
amplitude. This is similar to the case in predator-prey mod-
els,12,16 where the damping of the predator (zonal flow) con-
trols the population of the prey (drift hole). Physically put,
this is because a larger collisional damping damps the zonal
flow more strongly. The strong damping of the zonal flow
allows the drift hole to easily extract the free energy, which
in turn leads to a larger fluctuation amplitude. As a caveat,
however, we note that there are both an upper and lower
limit on the collisional damping !?d . The upper bound34 is
necessary since if the collisional damping is too strong, then
zonal flows are completely damped, and hence cannot act as
a repository of free energy. On the other hand, the lower
bound is tied to stability of the zonal flow. If the collisional
damping is too weak, then the free energy coupling to zonal
flow is so strong that the resultant zonal flow can become
Kelvin-Helmholtz unstable.35

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we discussed the theory of drift hole struc-
ture and dynamics in the presence of zonal flows. In contrast
to a previous study,11 we emphasized, throughout, the role of
self-consistent turbulence driven flows in determining the ra-
dial structure of drift hole potential and in describing nonlin-
ear dynamics of drift hole growth. (See Table III for
comparison to the previous study.) The principal results of
the paper are:

1. The drift hole potential was determined as / % /"0#

'/shif t ' /res by solving the Gyrokinetic Poisson equation
with flow coupling. /"0# is the potential without flow cou-
pling. This term describes an isotropic E$ B vortex, as
discussed in a previous study. In addition to /"0#, here we
have novel pieces due to flow coupling, i.e., /shif t and /res.
/shif t originates from the expansion of the plasma suscepti-
bility in terms of flow. Physically /shif t describes radial
shift of the isotropic E$ B vortex, which is analogous to a

TABLE III. Comparison between a previous study (Terry, Diamond, and
Hahm’90) and this work.

Terry, Diamond,
and Hahm’90 This work

Drift hole potential /"0# /"0# ' /shif t ' /res

Time evolution @t

"
dvkhdf 2e i @

@t

"
dvk

xcihdf 2e i
2@hfei=@xj0

& hvyi
% &

Saturated amplitude
,,,,
e~/
Te

,,,, !
1

v"0#
Dx
jLnj

,,,,
e~/
Te

,,,,
2

max

% !?d
xci

1

qskyImvi

min
uk
cs

kk
ky

v"0#

1' k2yq2s

 !
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flow shear effect on radial eigenmode structure of drift
waves. /res originates from hole-flow resonance. This term
gives rise to a cross-phase for Reynolds force, @xh~vx~vyi.

2. The theory of fully nonlinear dynamics of a drift hole and
zonal flow was formulated. The dynamical evolution of
the drift hole was coupled to the zonal flow, since the
quasi-neutrallity constraint requires the drift hole to scat-
ter polarization charge during hole growth. Since the
polarization charge scattering is equivalent to Reynolds
force on zonal flow, drift hole growth must be dynami-
cally coupled to zonal flows. The coupled evolution of the
drift hole and zonal flow is described by

@

@t

"
dvk

xcihdf 2e i
2@hfei=@xj0

& hvyi
% &

%
c2s
v(

X

k

"x(ej0 & kkuk#

$ Imvi

,,,,
e~/
Te

,,,,
2

k

' !?d hvyi:

The coupled evolution describes a momentum budget of
the drift hole and zonal flow. Due to the zonal flow cou-
pling, it is the coupled momentum that evolves in time.
Note this reduces to the expression for drift hole growth
without flow coupling derived in an earlier study

@

@t

"
dvk

hdf 2e i
2

% &hfeij0
X

k

"x(ej0 & kkuk#Imvi

,,,,
e~/
Te

,,,,
2

k

:

We note that the drift hole growth (up to flow) is subcriti-
cal, with the growth rate cNL ! kkDvkjImviImvej=v2. This
is quite different from the expression for the linear growth
of drift waves, cL ! jx(j"jImvej& jImvij#.

3. The coupled evolution equation for the drift hole and
zonal flow was analogous to momentum theorems which
describe the coupled evolution of fluctuation pseudomo-
mentum and flow momentum.

!
dvkhdf 2e i=hfei

0 is pseude-
momentum of an electron drift hole, a kinetic expression
similar to wave activity density for quasi-geostrophic tur-
bulence. As a consequence of the coupling, it is not the
drift hole pseudomomentum but the total momentum,
including zonal flow momentum, that evolves in time. We
argued that a stationary state is achieved when the total
momentum is constant in time.

4. The coupled evolution equation for the drift hole and
zonal flow was also interpreted in the context of a
predator-prey system. Here, the drift hole is the prey, and
the zonal flow is the predator. The self-regulating behav-
ior was analogous to that for the drift wave-zonal flow
system.

5. As a consequence of the coupled evolution, a stationary
state is possible with flow coupling. At the stationary
state, non-zero zonal flow is supported, and is given by

hvyi
cs

% & 1

!?d

cs
v(

X

k

"x(ej0 & kkuk#Imvi

,,,,
e~/
Te

,,,,
2

k

:

The saturated state is analogous to a state in the predator-
prey system with non-zero predator population.

6. An upper bound on the drift hole potential amplitude in
the coupled drift hole-zonal flow system was calculated.

The derivation was based on physical arguments that; (i)
energy in the screening field of a drift hole is absorbed
into flows and thus excites zonal flow, (ii) the coupling
leads to a non-zero zonal flow at stationary state, and (iii)
the resultant zonal flow velocity must not exceed the flow
velocity above which a self-bound drift hope cannot form.
The result predicts that

,,,,
e~/
Te

,,,,
2

max

% !?d
xci

1

qskyImvi
min

uk
cs

kk
ky

v"0#

1' k2yq2s

 !

:

Note the appearance of the damping of zonal flow as a
control parameter. The result can be compared to a satura-
tion amplitude in a previous study11 without flow
coupling

~n

n0
!

~f

f0
! v"0#

,,,,
e~/
Te

,,,, !
Dx
jLnj

:

This is essentially the mixing length estimate. The result
obtained here shows that the zonal flow enters saturation
dynamics as a critical element. In particular, the zonal
flow damping appears as a control parameter of the satu-
ration amplitude.

Since the drift hole solution was obtained as a BGK so-
lution for 3D magnetized plasmas, the drift hole can be
viewed as analogous to a soliton. In this sense, the drift hole
structure discussed here may be viewed as that analogous to
a soliton solution in drift wave-zonal flow system,36,37 which
can spread turbulence. However, the drift hole solution
obtained in this work is more general than the soliton solu-
tions described in Refs. 36 and 37, since the drift hole solu-
tion includes resonant coupling with zonal flows. As shown
above, such resonant coupling with zonal flows significantly
influences the dynamical evolution of the drift hole soliton.
This raises a question regarding the effect of the resonant
coupling with zonal flows on drift wave-zonal flow solitons.
The role of such dissipative resonant coupling of zonal flows
in the soliton solutions in drift wave-zonal flow system will
be pursued in a future publication.

While in this paper we are primarily concerned with
electron drift holes, ion holes can be important in the theory
of the relaxation by sub-marginal ITG turbulence. Here, we
note that the relevance of such ion holes in sub-marginal
ITG turbulence vary for different types of ITGs with differ-
ent non-adiabatic electron response. This is because the non-
adiabatic electron response can give rise to a non-zero elec-
tron particle flux. Such non-zero electron particle flux is
required for ion holes to extract free energy while maintain-
ing the quasi-neutrality. For example, for trapped ion reso-
nance driven ITG turbulence with collisional non-adiabatic
electron response, the electron particle flux is non-zero,
hence ion holes can extract free energy. Indeed, the coupled
evolution of ion holes and zonal flows in trapped ion driven
ITG turbulence can be formulated as a momentum theorem,
which is analogous to the momentum theorem (Eq. (48))
derived in the present paper for electron drift holes and zonal
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flows. A detailed discussion of the coupled dynamics of ion
holes and zonal flows for trapped ion driven ITG turbulence
is found in Ref. 38. While for reactive ITG turbulence with
adiabatic electron response, the electron particle flux is zero,
thus, ion holes cannot extract free energy. In this case, dy-
namics of structure will be described by the conservation of
ion pseudomomentum and zonal flow momentum (up to flow
damping). More specifically, the conservation relation will
be given by that analogous to Eq. (48) with the righthand
side set to zero.

As a caveat, we note that the analysis presented here
was concerned with a single coherent structure. Differently
put, we considered coherent trapping. In contrast, as a com-
plementary case, we can also have turbulent trapping, in
which case structures form, but also break apart, leading to
incoherent granular fluctuations.38–42 While the analysis
with the granulation requires a statistical treatment, rather
than consideration of displacement of a single structure, the
role of the granulation in driving relaxation is quite similar
to the role of drift holes discussed here. Namely, the granula-
tion evolves in time via dynamical friction due to the quasi-
neutrality constraint, and can extract free energy even when
plasmas are linearly stable. The granulation can also drive
zonal flow by scattering polarization charge.

Taken together, we conclude that structures which form
with either coherent or turbulent trapping are important play-
ers in relaxation in turbulent plasmas. Structures can directly
extract free energy, which leads to profile relaxation. Struc-
tures (even a single structure) also can excite zonal flows,
and possibly toroidal flows. These findings are in sharp con-
trast to profile relaxation and flow generation by quasi-linear
drift wave turbulence, a paradigm which is often assumed in
the fusion community.

The paradigm presented here may be applied to several
issues in tokamak phenomenologies. As an example, we here
discuss the application of this paradigm to the phenomenology
of “No Man’s Land.” “No Man’s Land” is a region that con-
nects the tokamak core region to the tokamak edge-pedestal
region (Fig. 10). An issue is that while the turbulence level is
observed to increase from the core to the edge region, most
theoretical predictions based on the local gradient driven
instabilities cannot reproduce the observed turbulence profile.
In particular, most theoretical predictions reproduce the core
turbulence level, while the prediction of the turbulence level

deviates from the observed level in the connecting region.
Here we argue that structures may enhance the turbulence
level in the connecting region as follows. At the tokamak
edge, a strong perturbation can nucleate structures such as
density blobs or holes1,2 (Fig. 10). Once formed, the blob
propagates down the gradient, while the hole can propagate
up the gradient. So, the hole can propagate inward from the
edge and bombard the edge-core coupling region. As dis-
cussed above, since such incoming holes can tap free energy
stored in the local gradient, such incoming holes can increase
the turbulence level in the coupling region by feeding off the
local gradient drive. Of course, the density holes may be self-
regulated by zonal flows due to the total charge conservation.
If this is the case, the fluctuation level associated with the den-
sity holes will be controlled, in part, by the collisional damp-
ing of zonal flows, hdn2holei / !d. Since !d typically increases
towards the edge, it seems that even with the zonal flow cou-
pling the fluctuation drive by the incoming hole structures
becomes increasingly important in “No Man’s Land.”

At this point it may be appropriate to discuss how we
could identify such structures by both physical and digital
experiments. On physical experiments, there are of course the
measurements of the skewness of density fluctuations by
Boedo.1,2 However, while such experiments show the forma-
tion of structures at the tokamak edge, they do not provide a
direct evidence of propagating structures in the edge-core cou-
pling region. A possible extension of the experiment by Boedo
would be then to combine the skewness plot by Boedo with
the Doppler back scattering (DBS) measurement which shows
a spatio-temporal evolution of turbulent fluctuations. The si-
multaneous measurements of the skewness at the edge and the
propagating turbulence from the edge will suggest a possible
propagation of holes from the edge to the core. Of course, the
argument does not show a direct evidence of propagating
structures in the core region, since the DBS measurement
gives dn2, which does not distinguish holes (dn < 0) and blobs
(dn > 0). We might expect such distinction of holes and blobs
could be made, for example by electron cyclotron emission
imaging (ECEI) measurement which can directly measures
dT. However, we note that the ECEI measurement has the re-
solution of 0.9 cm in the radial direction.43 Such resolution
would not be enough to resolve structures in the edge-core
coupling region, with the spatial extent of kk ! qs ! 0:1 cm
(kk is the screening length, qs is the ion sound Larmor radius,
and we assumed Te ! 1 keV and B ! 104 Gauss).

In order to identify hole structures by gyrokinetic codes,
say electron drift holes discussed in this paper, we would
need (i) the parallel nonlinearity in fe evolution in order to
describe the trapping effect in a electrostatic potential and
(ii) then a high resolution in the velocity variable to resolve

the scale of structures DvT !
'''''''''''''''
jej~/=Te

q
% vthe

'''''''''''''''
jej~/=Te

q
.

The required resolution is roughly estimated as follows. At
the level of an order of magnitude estimate, the size of struc-

tures is given by DvT ! 3$ 10&2 $ vthe, where the fluctua-
tion amplitude is estimated by the mixing length theory:

jej~/
Te

! 1

k?Ln
! qs

Ln
! 0:1 cm

100 cm
! 10&3: (57)

FIG. 10. Incoming structures and turbulence in “No Man’s Land.”
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Then, if a simulation covers the velocity space of a few ther-
mal velocity, such as &5vthe < vk < 5vthe, we need a resolu-
tion (here we measure a resolution by points in a simulation
domain) of the order of 103. Indeed, such high resolution of
the velocity space of the order of 103 is utilized in a simula-
tion which identifies phase space structures in the 1D Vlasov
turbulence.10

The paradigm presented here may be also applied to
several other relevant issues, such as (i) anomaly of electron
heat transport in the linear ohmic regime with large electron
drift velocity,44 where linear eigenmodes of interest (current
driven drift waves) are predicted to be marginal,45 (ii) intrin-
sic rotation drive, where structure driven turbulence may
leads to a source of residual stress and acts as a heat engine46

to convert radial inhomogeneity to rotation, and (iii) ener-
getic particle confinement where strong wave-particle reso-
nance is expected.47 These are pursued in future
publications.
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APPENDIX: MAXWELL-BOLTZMANN HOLE AND
AXISYMMETRIC SOLUTION

The axisymmetric (@y % 0) solution of the GK Poisson
equation with the Maxwell-Boltzmann hole is analyzed. This
solution physically describes an anisotropic E$ B vortex
extended in y direction. As such, the solution so obtained
may be viewed as a “zonal”; however, we note that a finite
kk 6% 0 is required for a non-trivial parallel dynamics, includ-
ing adiabatic electron response as well as electron trapping.
Given the caveat, we refer the axisymmetric solution as the
“quasi”-zonal hole. Now, the axisymmetric condition @y % 0
reduces the GK Poisson equation to a (1D) problem by
reducing the screening length to

k̂
&2

% q&2
s : (A1)

In this case, the screening is determined solely by adiabatic
electrons. Note the screening feedback of zonal flow is
absent here. Now, to proceed further, we also assume a small
hole "E' jej/m#=s - 1. In this case, the GK Poisson equa-
tion reduces to a 1D, albeit nonlinear, equation

@2
x

jej/
Te

& 1

q2s

jej/
Te

. & 1

q2s

4
'''
2

p

3
hfei0vthe

Te
s

jej/
Te

& jej/m

Te

% &3=2

:

(A2)

With dimensionless variables

w ) 16
'''
2

p

15
hfei0vthe

Te
s

% &2 jej/
Te

; n ) x

qs
: (A3)

we have

@2
nw& w' 5

4
"w& wm#3=2 % 0: (A4)

We seek for a localized solution with w; @nw ! 0 as
n ! 61. We also set wm % 0 hereafter, which fix the trap-
ping energy to zero (i.e., E < &jej/m % 0 for trapping).
Interestingly, Eq. (A4) can be viewed as the equation of
motion for a point particle with nonlinear spring constant.
The analogy is clear if we take n as time and w as a displace-
ment. Then, we can see that Eq. (A4) is the equation of
motion with the nonlinear spring constant 1& 5=4w1=2. To
gain an insight into the “trajectory” produced by Eq. (A4), it
is useful to note “energy” is conserved

@

@n
1

2

@w

@n

% &2

& 1

2
w2 ' 1

2
w5=2

" #

% 0 (A5)

or

@w

@n

% &2

' V"w# % 0; (A6)

where V"w# % &w2 ' w5=2 is the Sagdeev potential.48 V(w)
is plotted in Fig. 11. From the figure, we can see that V(w)
has a trough which allows a localized, bound solution for the
electrostatic potential w. The solution is obtained via quadra-
ture as follows. The energy conservation yields

n % 6
"w

w0

dw0
''''''''''''''''''''''
w02 & w05=2

p ; (A7)

where w0 is the value of potential at n % 0, which is a maxi-
mum and w0 % 1 from Fig. 11. The integral can be per-
formed by setting w0 % sin4h0, leading to

w % sech4
n
4

% &
: (A8)

FIG. 11. Sagdeev Potential V(w).
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The quasi-zonal solution w is a localized potential in x, with
the spatial extent of !4qs. Note w > 0, which is amenable
to electron trapping. By its construction, Eq. (A8) can be
thought of as a soliton solution of GK-Poisson system,
while it differs from usual solitons, such as ion acoustic sol-
itons, in that the amplitude and the spatial extent is
independent.
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